Summary:
Exciting Science Group:
The Exciting Science Group comprises of scientists from two of Pune’s best research institutions, NCL and IISER‐
Pune. This initiative is aimed at conveying the excitement of science and technology to school students. The
motivation behind our programme is to attract the brightest talent from the next generation towards careers in
science and technology, since it will be these students who will drive tomorrow's science and innovation based
economy.
This report discusses the activities undertaken by the Exciting Science Group from April 2013 to March 2014.
•
•

•

We continued with our Popular Science Talks, with speakers drawn from NCL, IISERP. These talks give
students a chance to meet scientists and understand the relevance of their work to society. Typically,
the scientists also perform experimental demonstrations for students to kindle a sense of wonderment.
We also conducted talks for students at two PMC magnet schools, K.C.thackeray Vidyaniketan, Near
Daruwala Pul and, Hutatma Balvir Shirishkumar Vidyalaya, opposite Police lines. Talks at the Jawahar
Navodaya in Shikrapur, haven’t been held as yet due to scheduling conflicts. However, we have
scheduled talks at this school starting this month and will be able to complete all the planned talks by
the end of the academic year. These talks are typically on topics from school text books, and include
several experiments. Students are given small gift (such as a book, or a science kit that we specially put
together) at the end of the talk, that typically relates to the science discussed. The students are also
provided a snack at the end of the talk.
We have also extended our activities this year by initiating a weekly “Science Club” program at two
underprivileged schools.

We would like to acknowledge the generous support for this activity from CSIR‐NCL, IISER, the Venture Center,
Forbes Marshall and Praj Foundation.
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Popular talks for School students:

The Popular Talks series of once‐a‐month talks aims to connect school students to practising scientists. Thus,
school students get to hear a firsthand account of what it means to do research, and to get a feel for the thrill
of discovery. The speakers do not attempt to teach science to the students – rather, the idea is to create a
sense of “wow” and to kindle the students’ curiosity. The talks are not meant to be pedantic lectures, but
combine live demonstrations, experiments and problem solving exercises to involve the students and engage
their attention.
The Popular Talks are held once a month at 10 am on Sunday mornings at the NCL Innovation Park, Pashan
Road. The talks are free and open to students and science teachers. Registration is on a first‐come‐first‐served
basis, and is done by sending email to register@excitingscience.org or through our web site:

http://www.excitingscience.org.
Date

Topic

Speaker

28 April 13
26 May 13
23 June 13
14 July 13

Dr Leelavati Narlikar
Dr G V Pavankumar
Prof Jayant Narlikar
Dr Sudha Rajamani

25 Aug 13

“Where Mathematics meets Biology”
“Why Light is wonderful”
“Strange events in our Solar System”
“Life in Our Universe: How did it come
about?”
“How Computers Work?”

29 Sept 13

“Jugglology”

20 Oct 13

“How to experience life beyond our
senses: down to atomic level?”
24 Nov 13
“Science of Big Molecules: Past,
Present and Future”
23 Dec 13
“Information Transfer via Vesicles in
cells”
26 Jan 14
“Introduction to Practice of Inquiry
through Jigsaw Puzzles”
16 Feb 14
“Explosions in the Universe”
23 Mar 14 “How to stand on Giant Shoulders”
(scheduled)

Photographs of Selected Popular talks:
Prof Jayant Narlikar (June 2013)

Dr Debashree Ghosh
Dr Steven Spallone
Dr Pankaj Poddar
Dr M Jayakannan
Dr Thomas Pucadyil
Dr Tara Mohanan
Dr Poonam Chandra
K P Madhu

Dr Steven Spallone (Sept 2013)

Dr Pankaj Poddar (Oct 2013)

Dr M Jayakannan (Nov 2013)

Dr Thomas Pucadyil (Dec 2013)

Dr Tara Mohanan (Jan 2014)

Dr Poonam Chandra (Feb 2014)

Monthly talks at schools for underprivileged students:

The schedule of lectures conducted by speakers from NCL and IISER at the two PMC schools are as follows:

Month

Topic

Speaker

Gift given

2 Aug 2013(KCT)
3 Aug 2013(HB)

“Chemistry is
Fun”

“Story of
Chemistry” book

85

20 Sep 2013(KCT)
15 Oct 2013(HB)
14 Dec 2013(JNV)
29 Nov 2013(KCT)
30 Nov 2013(HB)
14 Dec 2013(JNV)
24 Jan 2014 (KCT)
25 Jan 2014 (HB)
1 Feb 2014 (JNV)
Scheduled:
22 Mar 2014 (HB)
29 Mar 2014(KCT)

“The Wonderful
world of Animal
Development”
“To Stick or not
to Stick? – That
is the Question

Dr Sayam
Sengupta and
Dr Anirban Hazra
Dr Girish
Ratnaparkhi

“Doing Science is
Fun” Book

160

“Fun with Dice”
“Fun with
Chemistry”

Dr Nagaraj
Balasubramanium “Surely you’re
joking Mr
Feynman” Book
Dr Leelavati
Narlikar
Dr Shabana Khan

No of Participants
( Cumulative of
respective
schools)

160

160

April 2014 (JNV)

Talk on “Chemistry is Fun” by Dr Anirban Hazra and Dr Sayam Sengupta:

Talk on “The Wonderful World of Animal Development” By Dr Girish Ratnaparkhi:

Talk on “To Stick or Not to Stick? ‐ That is the Question” by Dr Nagaraj Balasubramanium:

Talk on “Fun with Dice” by Dr Leelavati:

Science Club Program:
From last year, ESG has been initiating a weekly “Science Club” program at two underprivileged schools:
Hutatma Balvir, Police Lines and K.C.Thackeray Vidyaniketan, Daruwala Pul in order to further enhance
scientific enquiry based thinking. The students are mentored by research students from CSIR‐NCL and IISER
during the weekly sessions. The basic objective of this club is to develop the students’ abilities to think
analytically and creatively and encourage the participation of students in research based projects, like
Intel/Google science fair. A science club session typically lasts for 1 hour to one and a half hour. In this time, the
members are either engaged in science activities, or they plan/discuss/work on a science project or have a
special scientific visitor. This program gives tremendous opportunity for the students to engage in more hands‐
on activity, which enhances their approach towards science in their classes.

Research students running the weekly science
Club sessions at the two schools

Science Club students enjoy a hands‐on Chemistry experiment
Projects selected for the National Science Fair 2013:

At the end of school year in March last year, students from these science clubs developed innovative novel
project ideas that they presented to CSIR‐NCL/IISER scientists. Selected projects received further mentoring to
develop them for the National Science Fair. Last year, four science club teams from these Vidya Niketans sent in
projects for the National Science Fair. These project themes described their independent research on themes
as varied as designs for reducing noise from helicopter blades to, whether “handedness” can be observed in
fruit flies. Two of these projects were selected for Intel Science Fair that was organised in Bangalore in
November 2013. One of these teams also went ahead to win a silver medal at the INSEF National Fair organized
by the Science Society of India in Chennai in Jan 2014.

“Research Project Idea Competition” – March 2013

The four science club teams from the PMC schools with their mentors – Two of them selected for the
National Science Fair 2013

In March this year too, we organized a research idea competition – “INNOVATIVE IDEAS 2014” at IISER‐Pune.
Students from the two PMC schools and few other schools around Pune presented their research ideas and
designs to leading scientists from CSIR‐NCL and IISER. Four teams were selected for the next stage. They will
receive mentoring from the Exciting Science Group to develop their ideas into full‐fledged research projects.
Photographs of INNOVATIVE IDEAS 2014:

